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A BSTRACT

Algebraic Codes For Error Correction In Digital

Communication Systems

Mubarak Jibril

C. Shannon presented theoretical conditions under which co mmunication was pos-

sible error-free in the presence of noise. Subsequently the notion of using error

correcting codes to mitigate the effects of noise in digital transmission was intro-

duced by R. Hamming. Algebraic codes, codes described using powerful tools from

algebra took to the fore early on in the search for good error c orrecting codes. Many

classes of algebraic codes now exist and are known to have the best properties of

any known classes of codes. An error correcting code can be de scribed by three of its

most important properties length, dimension and minimum di stance. Given codes

with the same length and dimension, one with the largest mini mum distance will

provide better error correction. As a result the research fo cuses on �nding improved

codes with better minimum distances than any known codes.

Algebraic geometry codes are obtained from curves. They are a culmination of years

of research into algebraic codes and generalise most known a lgebraic codes. Addi-

tionally they have exceptional distance properties as thei r lengths become arbitrar-

ily large. Algebraic geometry codes are studied in great det ail with special attention

given to their construction and decoding. The practical per formance of these codes

is evaluated and compared with previously known codes in dif ferent communica-

tion channels. Furthermore many new codes that have better m inimum distance

to the best known codes with the same length and dimension are presented from

a generalised construction of algebraic geometry codes. Go ppa codes are also an

important class of algebraic codes. A construction of binar y extended Goppa codes

is generalised to codes with nonbinary alphabets and as a res ult many new codes

are found. This construction is shown as an ef�cient way to ex tend another well

known class of algebraic codes, BCH codes. A generic method o f shortening codes

whilst increasing the minimum distance is generalised. An a nalysis of this method

reveals a close relationship with methods of extending code s. Some new codes from

Goppa codes are found by exploiting this relationship. Fina lly an extension method

for BCH codes is presented and this method is shown be as good a s a well known

method of extension in certain cases.
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